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Impact of combined precut techniques on selective biliary
cannulation
Emilio J. de-la-Morena-Madrigal
Digestive Diseases Departments. Hospital La Zarzuela. Hospital Moncloa.
Hospital Beata María Ana de Jesús. Madrid, Spain

aBstract
Introduction: simple biliary cannulation techniques obtain
a success rate of 80-95%. Advanced precut techniques are not
immediately successful in 10-40% of cases. Between extreme
options such as a second attempt a few days later or an immediate
attempt by the transparietal route, an alternative precut technique
may be used as a rescue strategy for the initially failed procedure.
The purpose of this study was to assess the efficacy and safety of
the combined use of two precut techniques when immediate biliary
access is not granted by an initial procedure.
Patients and method: a retrospective analysis of a personal
series of precut (needle-knife and transpancreatic) sphincterotomies,
both alone and in combination.
Results: five hundred sixty nine ERCPs (endocopic retrograde
cholangio-pancreatography) met the inclusion criteria for the
analysis. Simple cannulation was obtained in 444 (78%) of them.
In all, 119 (21%) precuts were attempted and 110 (92.4%) were
successful, which raised the overall cannulation rate to 97.4%.
Ninety-five (80%) precuts were successful with the initial technique.
Rescue with the alternative technique was attempted for 20
failures with a successful outcome in 15, which raised the overall
success rate to 92%. The combination of needle-knife precut
plus transpancreatic precut raised the success rate from 87% to
94%. The combination of transpancreatic precut plus needle-knife
precut raised the success rate from 70% to 90%. Among all 96
patients with available follow-up data, 17 (18%) complications
were recorded: 9 bleeding episodes, 4 pancreatitis cases, and 4
retroperitoneal perforations. No mortality was recorded.
Conclusions: a combination of precut techniques is effective
for biliary cannulation when simple cannulation and initial precut
approaches fail. The safety profile differs from that in the delayed
strategy, hence both should be considered alternatives, their use
depending on the technical and clinical conditions prevailing for
each patient, as well as endoscopist experience.

Key words: ERCP. Biliary cannulation. Needle-knife precut
sphincterotomy. Transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy.

Introduction
Therapeutic endoscopic retrograde cholangio-pancreatography (ERCP) requires, as a mandatory technical
handling, a selective cannulation of the bile duct (SBC)
and/or pancreatic duct. Simple SBC techniques are successful in a relatively wide range of cases at 80-95%,
depending on patient anatomy and disease, and also on
endoscopist experience (1). Endorsing the assumption that
centres with a higher rate of SBCs using simple methods
are those with greater expertise (2) and therefore a higher
volume of procedures (2), these rates represent, in absolute
terms, a significant number of failures that must undergo
advanced SBC techniques in order to avoid alternative,
more aggressive therapeutic procedures. Among reported
approaches precut techniques (with a cut prior to cannulation) are most commonly used, and are currently classified
into three categories1:
– Precut sphincterotomy, defined as any technique
using an incision to or from the papillary orifice, partially or fully sectioning the sphincter of Oddi. Most
authors perform this using a needle-knife sphincterotome (3-15) whereas a minority employ a pull precut
sphincterotome (16,17).
– Precut fistulotomy, defined as any technique that creates a choledoco-duodenal fistula, thus avoiding the
papillary orifice. This is performed with the needleknife sphincterotome (18-21) and, as it respects the
papillary orifice, obtains similar or higher SBC rates
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with a lower incidence of pancreatitis as compared
to the above technique (22-26).
– Transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy, defined as
any technique cutting the pancreatic tissue between
the main pancreatic duct and common bile duct. This
is performed using a conventional pull sphincterotome inserted within the pancreatic duct (27-30) following its accidental or intentional cannulation. This
technique is now an established alternative to both
a) and b), as it has demonstrated similar or higher
SBC rates with no increased incidence of post-ERCP
pancreatitis (25,26,31-35).
However, precut techniques allow no immediate biliary access in a variable percentage between 10% and
40% (4,6-15,18-20,27-35). In such cases, recourse may
be had to an alternative precut strategy immediately
following the initial failure, among other options. For
instance, a needle-knife precut sphincterotomy (NPS)
may be performed after a failed transpancreatic precut
sphincterotomy (TPS) (29,33,36,39), or a TPS procedure
should a previous NPS fail to access the bile duct but not
the pancreatic one (25).
The purpose of the present study was to assess the efficacy and safety of the combined, successive use of two
precut strategies (NPS and TPS) when the initial approach
fails to achieve immediate biliary access.
Patients and method
We performed a retrospective analysis of a personal
series of precut sphincterotomies (NPS and TPS), both
single and combined, as SBC strategies between 2007
and 2012. All procedures were initiated and completed by
the author, who at the end of 2006 had an approximate
cumulative experience of 1,500 ERCPs. During the study
period NPS was a consolidated technique (12) (some 150
had been performed before the study period) whereas TPS
was introduced at the beginning of the study period, during
which its learning curve is recorded. All patients signed a
standard ERCP-related informed consent form.
Procedures were carried out in various private hospitals in Madrid using Pentax ED-3470TK® (Tokyo, Japan),
Olympus TJF-145 ® (Tokyo, Japan) and Fujinon ED250XT5® (Tokyo, Japan) therapeutic duodenoscopes, with
Boston Scientific® (Natick MA, USA) Autotome RX-44®
cannulotomes and Jagwire/Hydra-Jagwire® 0.035” guidewires, and in a minority of cases Cook Medical® (Bloomington IN, USA) DASH-21-480® cannulotomes and Tracer-Metro® 0.021” guidewires. TPSs were performed with
the same cannulotome used for the simple cannulation
attempt, while NPSs were carried out with Cook Medical
(Bloomington IN, USA) HPC-2 needle-knife sphincterotomes, and in a minority of cases with Boston Scientific
(Natick MA, USA) RX Needle-Knife XL three-lumen
needle-knife sphincterotomes.
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NPS was performed with the classical cutting technique
involving a cephalic section from the papillary orifice in an
attempt to incise and expose the muscle wall of the bile duct
sphincter (3). TPS is performed by cutting in the cephalicdorsal direction (towards “11 o›clock”) in an attempt to
incise the bile duct wall (27). The position of the cannulotome within the pancreatic duct is confirmed by the guidewire, thus restricting pancreatography to cases where the
guidewire will not advance towards the pancreatic body,
thus raising doubts on its location. TPS is performed by
keeping the guidewire within the pancreatic duct.
In a great majority of cases an ERBE ICC-200® (Tübingen, Germany) diathermy generator was used. Mixed current is used for TPS, with power limited to 80W, coagulation set at level 3, and “endocut” mode “on” (same
parameters as for conventional pull sphincterotomy). NPS
has power reduced to 40W with level-2 coagulation and
“endocut” mode on. Parameters are arbitrary but consistent throughout the study and based on the author›s prior
experience.
Advanced cannulation is attempted whenever simple
cannulation fails, there is a therapeutic indication for ERCP
and no contraindications (whether technical or iatrogenic)
emerge over the procedure.
Figure 1 shows the present cannulation strategy, which
with minor modifications was used during the study period.
SBC is initially attempted with the help of a hydrophilic
guidewire with no prior cholangiography. If the pancreatic duct is cannulated 3 times within 10 minutes using
the guidewire, a TPS is performed. If no SBC or SPC is
obtained within 10 minutes, an NPS is performed (where
extension and depth are expanded up to 3 times). If no SBC
is obtained with NPS, the procedure is interrupted and will
be completed later (after 3-7 days) unless the pancreatic
duct is cannulated, in which case a TPS is carried out. If

Guidewire-assisted cannulation

Failed SBC
(<10 minutes)

SPC
(3rd cannulation)

NPS
(3 sections)

TPS

Failed SBC

Failed SBC

SPC

Clear
anatomy

TPS

NPS

Obscure
anatomy

2nd cannulation attempt (3-7 days)

Fig. 1. Biliary cannulation strategy. NPS: needle-knife precut sphincterotomy;
SBC: selective biliary cannulation; SPC: selective pancreatic duct cannulation;
TPS: transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy.
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SBC fails following the initial TPS and anatomy is clear,
with an apparent exposure of the bile duct intraduodenal
segment, an NPS (with only one section) is performed;
however, an obscure or hidden –by blood remnants–
anatomy should lead to opt for a delayed second attempt.
Following SBC, the precut is widened by conventional
pull sphincterotomy to a size in accordance with papillary
anatomy and therapeutic indication.
The efficacy analysis was performed based on endoscopic procedure reports supported by both static radiographic and video-recorded endoscopic images. The analysis covered all diagnostic or therapeutic ERCPs with whole
papillae (with no previous endoscopic biliary or pancreatic
sphincterotomy, surgical sphincteroplasty or ampullectomy). Explorations where the papilla cannot be accessed
or identified because of strictures or anatomic distortion,
duodenoscopies for extrapapillary duodenal disease, and
aborted procedures from pre-cannulation complications
or duodenoscope breakdown were also excluded from the
analysis. Procedures completed in two times are included
as one. Besides the overall analysis a stratified analysis
was also carried out according to major papilla type or
status, which we divide up into: a) juxta- or intra-diverticular papilla (DP), b) non-diverticular papilla (NDP),
unobstructed (normal o mildly inflamed), and c) NDP,
obstructed (severely inflamed, with stone impaction or
with a tumour).
The safety analysis was performed based on the available printed or electronic medical records, bearing in mind
that a significant percentage of patients is referred from
and then returned to their site of origin with loss to followup. In some of these cases, partial information could be
obtained at history taking before a second ERCP performed
days, weeks or months following the first one. Pancreatitis
and perforation severity was determined using prolonged
hospital stays, and bleeding severity was assessed according to transfusion requirements as per previously agreed
upon criteria (38). In the analysed ERCP group, no pancreatic stents were implanted with a purely preventive intent
regarding post-ERCP pancreatitis.
The statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS15 statistical package with percentage comparisons for
non-independent data and the χ2 test for independent data.
The stratified analysis by papillary type/status was performed using a single-factor ANOVA and multiple comparisons post hoc.
Results (Fig. 2)
During the 2007-2012 period, 760 ERCPs were performed (≈ 125/year), 569 (75%) of which met the analysis inclusion criteria. Seventeen were excluded for lack of
papillary access, 147 for prior sphincterotomy/plasty, 7 for
ampullectomy, and 5 for other reasons. Cannulation procedures in two times (computed as one) amounted to 15.
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SBC was obtained with simple methods in 444 (78%) procedures.
SBC was attempted using NPS, TPS, or both combined
in 119 (21%) cases and was successful in 110 (92.4%),
which raised the overall cannulation rate to 97.4%. In six
patients where simple cannulation failed no advanced cannulation with NPS/TPS was attempted because of papillary involvement/changes by a neoplasm in three cases, a
juxtapapillary diverticulum in two cases, and because the
target was the pancreatic duct in the remaining case.
Of all 554 successful procedures, 14 (2.5% of total and
12.7% of precuts) were two-times advanced cannulations.
The only failed SBC during a second attempt took place
7 days after an NPS complicated with a retroperitoneal
perforation.
Efficacy
Table I shows the efficacy of NPS and TPS both together and separately, as well as the impact of the alternative
technique for rescue after initial failure.
Of all 119 attempted precuts, 95 (80%) were successful with the initial approach. Rescue was attempted for
20 failures using the alternative technique, and SBC was
achieved in 15 (75%), which raised the overall success rate
to 92% (p = 0.005).
Of all 69 NPSs attempted, an initial SBC was obtained
in 60 (87%). NPS allowed pancreatic cannulation and a
rescue TPS in six cases, and was successful in five (83%),
which raised the SBC rate to 94% (p = 0.17). Rescue with
TPS was not attempted for two patients who suffered from
retroperitoneal perforations, and one with immediate postNPS bleeding.
Of all 50 TPSs attempted, an initial SBC was obtained
in 35 (70%). One failure was due to immediate post-TPS
bleeding. In the remaining 14 cases rescue with NPS was

Simple cannulation attempted
569

Successful simple cannulation
444 (78%)

Advanced cannulation attempted
119 (95%)

Successful initial precut
95 (80%)

Alternative precut attempted
20 (83%)
Successful alternative precut
15 (75%)

Failed simple cannulation
125 (22%)

Advanced cannulation not attempted
6 (5%)

Failed initial precut
24 (20%)

Alternative precut not attempted
4 (17%)
Failed alternative precut
5 (25%)

Fig. 2. Technical results from all 569 analysable ERCPs.
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attempted and was successful in 10 (71%), which raised
the SBC rate to 90% (p = 0.01). Two failed post-NPS TPSs
resulted from retroperitoneal perforations.
The stratification by papillary type/status shows a precut rate with no differences between DPs (8/100; 8%) and
unobstructed NDPs (60/373; 16%); this rate is however
significantly higher for obstructed NDPs (51/96; 53%) as
compared to the remaining two groups (p < 0.05).
Safety
Follow-up data are available for 96 patients (81%) to
establish the incidence and severity of immediate/early
complications. In the group with 20 combined precuts
follow-up data are available for 18 (90%) and in the group
with 15 two-times procedures for 100%.
Seventeen (18%) complications were recorded, three
of them in the combined precut group. Table II shows the
distribution of complications by type and severity. Overall, there were 9 bleeding episodes (1 severe), 4 pancreatitis (2 severe) and 4 retroperitoneal perforations (1 severe,
1 moderate, 2 unknown). Four bleeding episodes occurred in
previously anticoagulated subjects. For three pancreatitis, a
pancreatography was performed; for the remaining one, the
pancreatic duct was cannulated with no contrast injection.
All four retroperitoneal perforations were the result of NPS
(2 initial and 2 post-TPS procedures), were detected during
ERCP because of retroneumoperitoneum development, and
resulted in procedure failure. NPS subjects had 2 pancreatitis,
7 bleeding events and 2 perforations. Rescue with TPS added
1 bleeding event. TPS subjects had two pancreatitis and one
severe bleeding episode. Rescue with NPS added 2 perforations (Table II). In the two-times procedure group 4 (27%)
complications were recorded: one moderate perforation and
one mild bleeding event after the first time, and one mild pancreatitis and one mild bleeding episode after the second time.

Table I. Efficacy of NPS and TPS, both combined
and separately
Cannulation

n

Success

Rate

(95% CI)

Single PS
Combined PS
Total PS

119
20
119

95
15
110

0.80
0.75
0.92

(0.73-0.87)
(0.56-0.94)
(0.88-0.97)

Single NPS
Combined NPS
Total NPS

69
6
69

60
5
65

0.87
0.83
0.94

(0.79-0.95)
(0.54-1.13)
(0.89-1.00)

Single TPS
Combined TPS
Total TPS

50
14
50

35
10
45

0.70
0.71
0.90

(0.57-0.83)
(0.48-0.95)
(0.82-0.98)

NPS: neefle-knife precut sphincterotomy; PS: precut sphincterotomy; TPS:
transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy.
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All complications received conservative therapy with
no need for surgical or radiographic procedures. Six bleeding events received endoscopic management, including the
implantation of a covered, self-expandable metallic stent.
No mortality was recorded.
DISCUSSION
Advanced SBC techniques should be used whenever
there is a therapeutic indication and simple cannulation
approaches have failed. Current data suggest their early use
following a period of time below 10 minutes or fewer than
10 attempts at simple cannulation (1,39), since repeated
papillary trauma makes post-ERCP pancreatitis risk skyrocket (40). However, precut techniques do not systematically or in just one operation achieve SBC. For such
failures, one of two strategies is necessary. First comes a
delay strategy (with a second attempt at SBC several days
later, when papillary inflammation from diathermy subsides) (5,7,9,20) an acceptable option should the patient’s
clinical status allow. Albeit some authors consider twotimes procedures a technical failure (29,41), the purpose
of any therapeutic procedure is clinical rather than technical in nature, hence an intervention resulting in clinical success cannot be considered a failure regardless of
whether one or two times were needed for completion. In
our series, second times led to SBC and clinical success
in 14/15 (93%) patients. Second comes an interventionist strategy (by using a radiographic, endosonographic, or
surgical approach to access the bile duct), which is more
invasive and has a greater morbidity (42,43).
There is, however, an option prior to this strategic
decision, namely to resort to an alternative precut technique as rescue for the initial failure (25,29,33,36,37,44).
Although not a universal resource that may be systematically employed, it was in our experience attempted in 83%
(20/24) of cases, and rescued the previously failed attempt
at SBC in 75% (15/20) of subjects, with an added morbidity of 17% (3/18). These technical success and complicaTable II. Distribution and severity of complications
Overall

NPS

NPS + TPS

TPS

TPS + NPS

Total

17

11

1

3

2

Pancreatitis
Bleeding
Perforation

4
9
4

2
7
2

1

2
1

Mild
Moderate
Severe
Unknown

1
9
4
3

1
8
1
1

2
1
2
1

1
1

EPT: transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy; NPS: needle-knife precut sphincterotomy.
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tions rates were similar to those recorded with simple precuts (95/119 = 80% y 14/78 = 18%). Initial precut raised
the overall SBC rate from 78% to 94.7%, whereas rescue
with the alternative precut further raised it to 97.4%. Both
complication rates are exposed to potential downward
biases because of the retrospective, incomplete nature of
our analysis.
Taking NPS and TPS together, the SBC rate with the initial technique was 80%. There is a difference in initial success between NPS (87%) and TPS (70%) (p = 0.023) that
might partly be accounted for by the TPS-related learning
curve. This hypothesis is supported by the increased rate of
SBC with TPS recorded since our preliminary communication (EJ de la Morena. Técnicas combinadas de precorte
biliar [poster]. XXXII Jornada Nacional de la SEED. León
2010), which rose from 62% (16/26) in the first 42 months
to 79% (19/24) during the last 30. Alternative precut raised
SBC rate from 80% to 92%, which shows the usefulness
of this strategy as employed using a selective approach.
Taken separately, the increase in SBC with the NPS +
TPS combination is smaller when compared to TPS + NPS
(7% vs 20%). This is observed despite the fact that the
NPS + TPS combination is more effective than TPS + NPS
(83% vs 71%), and directly results from the aforementioned higher SBC rate with in initial NPS as compared to
initial TPS (87% vs 70%). The NPS + TPS combination is
also safer (rescue with TPS resulted in only one additional
bleeding event) than TPS + NPS (rescue with NPS resulted
in 2 additional perforations). This combination of efficacy
and safety leads to recommend the NPS + TPS strategy in
the few cases (9% [6/69] of attempted NPSs in our series)
where pancreatic cannulation is achieved following initial
NPS.
To our knowledge, there is only one previous report on
the NPS + TPS (25) combination, which described only
3 patients (10% of attempted NPSs) where SBC could be
achieved, in 2 of them, during a second procedure. The
authors do not report whether complications were recorded
for these 3 patients.
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Albeit the TPS + NPS combination is highly effective,
the increase in SBC rate will likely decrease with the learning curve for TPS as initial SBC rate grow higher. Nevertheless, even though one study reports 100% of initial cannulations following TPS (33), most find rates between 56%
and 87% (28-30,33-37), a range within which our 70%
falls; therefore, we may have likely completed our learning
curve and this percentage will not significantly grow with
further cumulative experience. Of note, the most extensive
TPS + NPS series ever reported (37) records the lowest
SBC rate for initial TPS (56%), which may be interpreted
as a deliberate strategy for early resort to rescue NPS.
Table III shows the reported experience with combined precuts, including the present paper, where the
TPS + NPS combination represents a majority. Three
of them (29,33,37) include only 19 cases with no specific comments. The two more extensive reports (36,44)
describe the technique and its results in a total of 156
patients. Both report a cannulation success rate (in one
or two procedures) of 100% with a low though conflicting morbidity. While Halttunen et al. (36) record 8% of
pancreatitis, Espinel et al (44) only find 2% of bleeding
events. Our short series only achieves a success rate of
70% with a morbidity of 14% as retroperitoneal perforations. Both immediate bleeding and perforation may be
directly attributed to rescue NPS. In contrast, the multifactorial nature of pancreatitis does not allow its attribution to a specific handling but rather to the procedure as
a whole (simple biliary cannulation attempt, pancreatic
cannulation with or without pancreatography, initial TPS
and rescue NPS). The study by Espinel et al. (44) has
been published in abstract form, hence accurate technical comparisons are not feasible. However, by examining
their previous report on TPS (30) some differences may
be worked out. Halttunen et al. perform the initial TPS
procedure with pure-cut current, and then extend it to a
length “similar to biliary sphincterotomy” (36). Espinel
et al. use mixed current to perform a limited incision
with the distal 5 mm of the sphincterotome in order to

Table III. Reported experience with combined precuts
Author

Technique

n (% initial PS)

Successful SBC (1/2T)

Failure

Complication

Horiuchi (25)
De la Morena*
Kahaleh (29)
Karpetanos (33)
Halttunen (36)
Chan (37)
Espinel (44)
De la Morena*

NPS + TPS
NPS + TPS
TPS + NPS
TPS + NPS
TPS + NPS
TPS + NPS
TPS + NPS
TPS + NPS

3 (10%)
6 (9%)
6 (5%)
6 (11%)
108 (42%)
7 (13%)
48 (28%)
14 (28%)

1/2
4/1
6
4
108
7
40 / 8
8/2

0
1
0
2
0
0
0
4

N/A
1 PSB
N/A
1 PSP
8.2% PSP
0
1 PSB
2 RPP

*Present study.
NPS: needle-knife precut sphincterotomy; PSB: post-sphincterotomy bleeding; PSP: post-sphincterotomy pancreatitis; RPP: retroperitoneal perforation; SBC: selective biliary
cannulation; TPS: transpancreatic precut sphincterotomy.
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prevent “eventually damaging the pancreatic sphincter”
(30). Pancreatography and prophylactic pancreatic stent
implantation rates are not available. It seems reasonable
that the differing morbidity profile be attributed to these
or other technical variations.
In our case, the significant risk of retroperitoneal perforation with rescue NPS might be attributed to the use of
mixed current with a high coagulation component during
initial TPS. Our historic morbidity profile, where bleeding
predominates over pancreatitis, advises that TPS be performed with coagulation set to effect 3, which may blur the
view of exposed tissues and render difficult the identification of the bile duct intraduodenal segment, on which the
rescue NPS is to be carried out. A review of the recordings
from the two TPS + NPS procedures complicated with a
retroperitoneal perforation confirms this and renders caution mandatory, with rescue NPS being only performed in
cases with a clear anatomy. Otherwise a delayed strategy
should be used, which –although with a somewhat higher
rate of complications— seems to prevent serious complications apt to result in a failed procedure.
To conclude, a combination of precut techniques is
effective to achieve SBC when simple cannulation and
initial precut fail. Its safety profile (fewer but more severe
complications) differs from that of the delayed strategy,
hence both must be considered alternative procedures and
should be used according to the technical and clinical factors of each patient and the experience and preferences of
the endoscopist.
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